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Abstract

This paper studies the average complexity of Patricia tries from the successful and unsuccess
ful search point of view. It is assumed that the Patricia trie is buill over a V-elemcnt alphabet,
and keys are strings of elements from Ihe alphabet The occurrence of Lbe i t.h element from
lhe alphabet in a key is given by a probabilityPi. i = I, 2 , . . .• V. We also assume that n
keys are slored in the Pabicia trie. These assumptions determine the so called Bernoulli
model. Let S" and Un denote the successful search and Wlsuccessful search in the Patricia,
respeclivcly. We prove that the m-lb momcpt of the successful search, E(Sn)m, satisfies

lim E (S,,)m Ilnmn = lIhi. where h 1= - I; Pi lnpj. In particular, we show that the vari-
11--+00 i=l

anre of Sri is var S" = c In n + 0(1) (c is a constant dependent on Pi.
i = I, 2 , ... , V) Cor an asymmetric Patricia. and var S" = 0 (1) for a symmetric Patri

cia (e.g. if V = 2 var Sn = 1.00). The unsuccessful search Un' is sludied only for binary
symmetric Patricia tries. We prove lhat lim E (un)m Ilg mn = 1. In particular. the variance

"~
of Un. is given by var Un = 0.8790.

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital searching is a well-known technique for storing and retrieving information using

lexicographical (digital) structure of words. Let A be an alphabet containing V elements,

A = {crt •... , cry} and we define a set S which consists of finite numbers, say n, of (possible

infinite) strings (keys) from A. A trie or radix search trie is a V -ary digital search tree in which

edges are labelled by elements from A and leaves (external nodes) contain the keys [2], [7], [10],

[12], [14], [18]. The access path from the root to the leaf is a minimal prefix of the information

contained in the leaf. The radix me has an annoying flaw: there is "one-way branching" which

leads to the creation of extra nodes in the tree. DR. Morrison discovered a way to avoid this

problem in a structure which he named the Patricia trie. In such a tree all nodes have branching

degree greater equal than two. This is achieved by collapsing one-way branches on internal

nodes. For more details see [7]: [10], [14], [18]. The Palricia tree finds many applications e.g. in

'llDd Tcclmi.ca1 University ofGdainsk, PolaDd
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lexicographical order [161. dynamic hashing algoritluns [4], and most recently in conflict resolu-

tion algorithms [9J, [21]. (For more examples see [10], [14].)

Two quantities are of interest for tries in general, and in particular for the Patticia me,

namely successful search and WlSuccessful search. A successful search occurs whenever a new

key added to the Patricia is already in the me. If a new key is not in the Patricia, then an unsuc-

cessful search occurs. The average complexity analysis of the Patricia is very scarce, (see [7],

[13], [14]) and in fact restricted to binary symmetric Patricia, that is. V = 2 is assumed with equal

probability of occurrence of the elements over a binary alphabet Moreover, only average values

were studied. These simplifications are dropped in this paper. For the successful search, we

assume that a sequence of elements from the alphabet A is an independent sequence of Bernoulli

trials (Bernoulli mode!), and the probability of occurrence of an element OJ E A in a key is equal

to Pi, i = 1, 2 , ...• V. Under these assumptions we study all moments of the successful

v
search, S". It is shown that lim E(S,,)ml/nm n = Vhf, where hi = - L Pi lnPi and m is an

,,--- i=l

integer. In particular, we prove that the variance of Sn is (h z - h'f)h 1
3 In n + 0(1) for an

v
asymmetric Patricia, where hz = L Pi In 2pi' Note that this implies that the variance in the sym-

i=1

metric Patricia is equal to 00) (e.g. for V = 2 the variance var S" = 1.00, for V = 3 we find

var S" = 0.6309 and so on). These results extend the works of Knuth [14], Flajolet and

Sedgewick [7], and Kirschenhofer and Prodinger [13].

The results for the unsuccessful search are even more scarce, and to the author's knowledge

only the mean value of U" was obtained by Knuth [14]. The problem is also much more intri-

cate, therefore, symmetric binary Patricia tries are assumed. However, asymptotic analysis of all

moments of the unsuccessful search is discussed. It is proved that that the m -th moment of U"

satisfies lim E(ulI)m Ilg n = 1 for any integer m, where 19n =logzn. In particular, the variance
,~

of Un is equal to 0.8790.
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present some notation and prel-

iminary results. In particular. we derive a recurrence equation for the generating function of the

v -ary asymmetric Patricia trie. Then, in Section 3. we study the successful search. At the begin-

ning we present some recwrence equations, show how to solve them using the results obtained

by the author in [19], [22], and we also give final results oflhis section. In the last part of the sec-

tion we show how to prove the main results. In a similar way, we organize Section 4 where

unsuccessful search for binary symmetric Patricia trie is discussed.

2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Let us consider a family Tn of Pabicia mes with n keys (records) built over and alphabet

A = {oJ, ... , crv}. A key is a string of (possible infinite) elements from A. such that the i-th

element OJ E A OCCUI'S independently of other elements. and with probability Pi.

v
i = 1. 2 , ...• V, L Pi = 1. A trie t E Tn built over A is called V -ary asymmetric Patricia

i=l

trie since the alphabet contains V elements which are distributed according to the probabilities p;,

i = 1, 2 , ... , V. The keys are stored in external nodes, while internal nodes determine branch-

ing strategy. The degree of each internal node is greater equal than two ,that is, one-way

branches are collapsed on internal modes by including in the nodes the number of bits to skip

over before making the next decision (for details see [7], [10], [19], [18]). Two parameters of

tries are of particular interest: successful search and unsuccessful search. The successful search,

called also the depth of a leaf, is the number of internal nodes in the trie on the path from the root

to a given key (external node) if the key is already in the trie. If the new key is not in the me,

then an unsuccessful search occurs. The unsuccessful search is not simply related to the success-

ful search, since unsuccessful searches are more likely to occur at external nodes near the root

We study properties of successful and unsuccessful searches in a random family ofPaoicia

tries Tn. Let Sn and Un (random variables) denote the successful search and the unsuccessful
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search in Tn. The m-th factorial moments ofSf! and Un are defined as follows

""f
s:!' = E {S. (S. - I)(S. - 2)

uJP = E {Un (Un - l)(Ul'I - 2)

(S. -m + Ill,

(U. - m + I)},

(2.1)

(2.2)

where the expectations in (2.1) and (2.2) is taken over all tries in Tn and over all external nodes in

a given trie t E Tn. It is shown (see next sections) that these moments are related to m -th deriva-

tives of the so called generating functions of Tn. Let Hn(z) denote this generating function with

the coefficient at zk being the expected number of external nodes at level k in OUf family of trees.

There is no explicit fOIDlula for H" (z) but a rather sophisticated recurrence. To find it, let

us denote by j=Uloh, .... jv) a vector such that il +h + ... + jy = n. Also let

[ j ] ":!. [h .. ".. jv ] = j! hi ".!. . jy! be a multinomial coefficient, and let

L JUI.···. jy) denote a sum of lUI .... , jv) over all j such that
U't=n}

h+h+

be established.

+ jy = n for a given function! C'). Then the following recurrence on H
II

(z) may

Lemma 1. For any natural n the generating function HII(z) of lhe random family of Patricia

tries. Til' satisfies the recurrence

Ho(z) =0.

H.(z)=z .:E [j]pJ' ···pi![Hj,(z)+"· +Hj,(z)J-(z-I)[PT+p~+
UE=II}

(2.3)
+ pQ ]

Proof Consider V subtrees of the root. each with j 1> h ... jv keys. j 1+ h + ... + Jv = n.

Then. for a given me t E Til

where 5j ,lc is the Kronecker delta In the second squared bracket the first z shows the fact that

the subtrees are one level below the root, and the other terms are responsible for avoiding one-

;,

I
r
j
I
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way branches (e.g. if j I = n I then the leftmost branch would be one-way branch. but

z + 8i!,II(l- z) = I, hence the subtree starts at the root). Taking now the expectation oflhe last

recurrence over all tries in Ttl, and noting that in our Bernoulli model the probability of

j I , ... , Jv keys in the subtrees is equal to [ '1 )p1' ... p'; I we finally obtain (2.3).

o

3. SUCCESSFUL SEARCH

In this section we analyze the successful search, that is, we derive an asymptotic approxi-

matians for all moments of Sri' We start with some initial results follow by OUf final results. In

the further part of this section, we show how to derive these results.

3.1. Initial and final results

Let Ln denote an external path in a trie t E Tn. that is, it is the sum of all paths from the

root to external nodes. We generalize the definition of Ln as follows. Let SfI (i) be a path from

root to the i -th external node. For a given integer m we define

•
L:'=~S.(i)[S.(i)-I][S.(i)-2] ... [S.(i)-m+lj

j:l

(3.1)

and let l:?-= ELf[!. The quantity 1:F- is not exactly the m-th factorial moment of LII • but it is

closely related to it We call1:F-the m -th semi-factorial moment of the external path length.

Denote now by Hn(m)(1) the m~th derivative of HII(z) atz = 1. Then the following is easily

to establish (see [14]. [22] )

Property 1. For integers n and m the below relationships hold

H.(I) = n (3.2)

s:F- = l:f¥n (3.3)
o
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Using Lemma 1 and (3.2) we derive a recurrence equation for [:P. hence by (3.3) also on s;:a.

We shall work at the beginning with [J[!. For simplicity of computations, assume now that V = 2

and P I = p. P2 = 1 - P1 = q. Then for m = 1 we find immediately that

Computing the second derivative of H" (z) one shows that

I,~= 2[:E [k ] p'q'-'(l,l+ 1,1.-,) -I,(P' + q')] +,..,
:E [k ]p'q'-k[l,c+ IA,].,..,

But, the first term of the alx>ve is by (3.4) equal to /,,1- n. hence

(3.4)

(3.5)

Note that (3.4) and (3.5) is a system of recurrences, i.e., to find lll~ we need In!'. Generalizing the

above, we can prove that

Lemma 2. For any integers m and n, the m-th semi-factorial moment of L", satisfies the follow-

ing recurrence

V m
I:;' = m !(1 - I, pi') I,(_l)m-'

;=1 k=l

['IT- = IT- = 0

It-! [ ]
II + L '! p11

(k-l)! {j>;=II} J
+l~]

(3.6)

where in (3.6) we have defined 1,,9.. = n .

Proof The proof uses induction arguments applied to (2.3), and is left to the reader.

o

As noted before, (3.6) is a system of recurrences. To computeI:p we need I,l..,
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I} , ... , 1:-1 from the previous recurrences. Note also that (3.6) has a common pattern and the

recurrences differ only by the first term in (3.6) which we call the additive term and denote by a","

This type of recurrence has been solved by Szpankowski in [19], [22] (see also [14]). Since we

use it extensively in the further part of the paper we quote below, without proofs, some of these

results.

Solution ofa recurrence equation

Letxo. Xl •... , XII be a sequence ofnumbers satisfying the following linear recurrence

solve

given xo=Xt=O

x. =a. +.L [j Jp{> ... pi!'[x;. +
U.t=n}

... +x-]
"

C3.7)

where an is any sequence of numbers. We call an an additive term of the recurrence (3.7). To

solve (3.7) we introduce the so called binomial inverse relations. Let us, for a given sequence an I

define a new sequence all as

a. = iC-I)' [Z J a,
.""

C3.8)

('The second equation justify the name binomial inverse relations). For more details see Riordan

[23]. Using the above we proved in [19] that

Theorem 1. The recurrence (3.7) possesses the following solution

x. = iC-I)' [zJ
.=2

tlk.+kal-OO
V

1- LPt
j=!

C3.9)

o

From the numerical point of view the solution (3.9) is not better than the recurrence (3.7),

however, (3.9) might be used to derive asymptotic approximation for xn • In most computer sci

ence applications an is a linear combination of the following terms [ ~ Jell, where r is an
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integer, and c is a constant. From [23] [14], we know that

(3.10)

Since lhe recurrence (3.7) is linear, from the asymptotic point of view we need an approximation

for large n of the following

"'I • [nk] [k
r

] e'T•. ,(e) = L (-I)' --':,,-y-
k=2 1- L pt-

j=l

(3.11)

y

Let hk = (-ll L Pi ink Pi' Then in [19] we have proved that (for some details of the derivation
i=1

see also this section)

Theorem 2. For any r, c and large n the following holds

In(ne)+1-6 0 h2
ne{ '. +-2 +(-1)' j,(nc))+O(I) r=O,1

hi 2hl

T•. ,(e) = (3.12)

(-I)'ne{ (I)h +j,(nc)} + 0(1) r;>2
r r-l 1

where y = 0.571 is the Euler constant. and f r(n) is a fluctuating function with a small amplitude

defined as

j,(n)=- L
{:l" 'f' 0, r-l}

y
LP[+I-tklnPi
;=1

(3.13)

The number Zk, k = O. 1 . ... , r = 0, 1 .... , n are roots of the equation

y

1- LP[-z=O.
i=l

(3.14)

o
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It is shown [6], [7], [10], [12], [19] that the functionj,(n) has a very small amplitude and may be

safely ignored in practice.

Final results of this section

Using Property I, Lemma 2 and Theorem 1,2 we prove our main results of this section. Let

_ v
us, in addition to h" defined before, introduce a new notation h" = (_1)11 L Pi in" (I-Pi). Then

j=1

Proposition 1.

(i) The mean of the successful search 8" for large n is given by

(3.15)

iUI _ h
where p = y-h I + _z_ and F 1(n) is a fluctuating function with a small amplitude.

2h,

(ii) The variance, var S", of the successful search for large n satisfies

(3.16)

where

and

1 v v co [I] v. p",(l-p'U) v .
~= -h L L P.h L L i IT pit 1n{1 + I IT,P;rJ.

1 A.=1 1)=1 f=O {iFf} J.l."1 - Pi.. JI:=

(3.17)

(3.18)

In particularly, for V-ary symmetric Patricia tries hz = h;- and (3.16) is reduced to (the

coefficient at In n is equal to zero)

i' I 2 ~ I _
varS. =-Z-+-2 --V In{IT (1+-/)}+Fz(n)+O(n I). (3.19)

6lnV I In 1=' Y
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(iii) The n-th moment E (8,,)"' I of the successful search satisfies

(3.20)

o

We now compare the successful search for regular tries and Patricia hies. Let S,,[TJ and Sn[Pl

denote S" for the regular me and the Patricia me respectively. Then by the proposition and the

results from [22] we easily sec that ESP') - ES,.[PI = h1Jh l' The variance of S" for a regular me

is given by (3.16) with P= 0 [22]. Table 1 compares the variances for tries and the Patricia tries

in the symmetric case. For V = 2 (symmetric case) the result was previously obtained by Kir-

schenhofer and Prodinger [13] (see also [12]).

V varS [Tl varS {Pj• •
2 3.507 1.000
3 1.446 0.630
4 0.939 0.500
5 0.718 0.430
6 0.596 0.387

Finally, let us mention that the recurrence for the variance is very slowly "convergent" to its

asymptotic approximation (at least 150 terms must be computed), so the above results are partie-

ularty useful.

3.2 The first two moments of8"

The mean value of S" is [,lIn, where lfll is given by (3.4). But (3.4) is a recurrence of type

v
(3.7) with a. = n (1 - LPn.

j",1

the solution of (3.4) is

v
Using (3.8) we find 411 = n LP?-I for n ~2, hence by Theorem 1

;=1

v
L Pi(\ - pJ-1
i-I

v
1 - L pf

;=1

(3.21)
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To find an asymptotic approximation of (3.21) we apply Theorem 2. Note that

v
[,,1 = I:

;=1

Pi

1-Pi

hence, by (3.3) and (3.12) we obtain our result (3.15) with

v
F,(n) = L Pi f ,[n(1 - Pi)]'

i=l
(3.22)

The second moment In.'?,;. is more difficult to compute. As before assume for simplicity

v = 2. Note that by (3.5) a.. satisfies the recurrence (3.7), but now an = (1 - p n. - qll )(1,,1 - n).

Hence. the inverse sequence tin is (we use (3.8»

where ICp" [J) is the inverse relation to p" inl . Two problems are encountered in obtaining the

exact expression for tin. Namely, we must know 1:1, and - what is more intricate - lhe inverse

sequence to pfl/n1. The first problem is easy. We know that I,l-is given by (3.21). But by the

"definition of the inverse relations in!.= L (-l)'=
.=0

with (3.21) we immediately find

[n]-, --k lk- and [0 = /1 = O. Hence combining this

v
L Pi(1 - p;)'-l

I~L= k -"i=,,-,_~V--

1- Lpf
i=l

Let us compute now l(p" /n!'). We first prove

Lemma 3. Let an. and all are given, and let bll = pllall •where 0::; p < 1. Then

Proof Using well known relationships for binomial coefficients (see Riordan [23]) we find

(3.24)

(3.25)
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o

Using Lemma 3 and (3.24) (once again for V = 2) we immediately obtain that

pqi-1 + qpi-1

V

1- J:,pi
j:l

(3.26)

Therefore. using (3.26), (3.23), (3.24) and (3.9) from Theorem I, we finally derive an exact 501u-

tion for In.?,;..

Theorem 3. The second semi-factorial moment In!':' has the following solution

j=l

•
2 J:,Hl'

k.=2

v v
{J:, pi(1 - p,)'-I} {J:, pi'}

I.~= d;(-I)' [k ] [n -',-.='-.'---v;;-_'-.'="'-'-
'=2 (I - J:,pf)2

;"'1
v v (3.27)

n; pi(l- pi)k-j} {J:, Pi (I - p,y-'}

[ k] ~ ±[k ] [{ ] --,='=,----'------"v,='='--
1 - L pl' J=2 ) 1 - L p!

i=1

Proof The details of algebraic manipulations are left to the reader.

o

Asymptotic approximationjor var Sf!

We compute here the asymptotic approximation for the variance, var S,., of the successful

search. For this we need asymptotic expression for (3.27). Let us denote by All and 8" the first

and the second term in (3.27), that is, I,,!:" = ZAII - 28n •

The expression for An does not fall into (3.11) ( since the denominator is raised to the
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power two ), hence Theorem 2 cannot be applied. However, for asymptotic approximation of A 2

we need to evaluate the following

TP>(c) = ±(-1)' [k ] [n -----"cv~·--
.=2 (1 _ 'f, pf)'

i=l

(3.28)

which generalired (3.11). We use the Mellin transform techoique [4], [11], [14], [22]. Perform-

ing some algebra over (3.28) we can prove that (for details see [22])

(3.29)

where r(z) is the gamma function [1]. The evaluation of the integral is standard: we must com-

pUle residues of the function under the integral to the right of the line ( ih- i 00, - ~+ i CIO). Let

Zk k =O,±l,±2,.... denote roots of the denominator, that is.

v
1- LP/-z=O.

i=l
(3.30)

N.ole that 20 = O. while the other roots are complex. For more detailed treatment of (3.30) see

[6], [12], [22]. The most difficult to handle is [he pole Zo = 0 since it is the double pole of the

denominator and, in addition, singular point of the gamma function. But, the following Taylor

expansions of the functions under the integral are available [1], [4], [11]

_ 1 '"r(z) =z '-1+"2 [6 +-r]z + o(z')

v
(1 - 'f, pi~' = z'[bo+ b ,z + b,z'] + 0 (zs)

i=1

where b o= h1, b 1 = h Ih2, b2 = ~ h1 + ~ h Ih3 (for details see [22]), and as before

v
hJc = (_I)k L Pi Ink Pi. The algorithm to compute the residue at Zo = 0 is provided in [11],

j=!
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[22]. Let g(z) denote the function under the integral in (3.29). Then, after some algebra

where

On the other hand, the residues of g (z) at Zk. k ;f: 0 are

(3.31)

(3.32)

resz.,g(z)
r(z.)(nc )-~

hr(z.)
(3.33)

"'1 v
where h ,(z.) = - :E Pi- In Pi. So finally by (3.29}-{3.33) we obtain

;=1

1
T,fl> = --2 /n 2nc + E In nc + B+ /(2)(nc) + 0(1)

2h,

where

jo.)(n) = :E

Using the above we prove

Lemma 4. The coefficientA/I (the first term in (3.27» for large n is equal to

(3.34)

where

v
h. = (-1)' :E Pi In'(l - Pi) and

i=l
v v

FA (n) = :E :E Pi Pj jo.)[n Pj(l - Pill
i=l j=1

(3.35.)

(3.35b)

(3.36)
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Proof To prove (3.35) it is enough to note that (3.27) and (3.28) imply

v
L TP> [Pj(1 - Pi)]
j=l

Using (3.34) after some algebra one finds (3.35).

To evaluate the second term in (3.27), namely Btl, we need some additional computations.

Let

o

B. = I,(-\)' [Z ] __B",,;_

1=2 I-fpl
j:l

where. after some simple algebra, one obtains

v v
L pi (I - p,),-j L Pu(\ - Puy-I

B; = ±[J ] [{ ] ~"',"I'--- ~vd-V=c:l,--- -
J=2 l-'Lp!

i=l

(3.37a)

(3.37b)

Now we develop the denominator in a geometric series and for i = (i I. i2 •. . . , tv) such that

v .
+ tv = I (1 is an integer) we denote CI = n pJi. Then (3.3Th) becomes,..1

But by (3.37a) and our notation (3.11) one finds that

• v v .. [I] {T.t,I[C 1P ,,(1-P,J+I- P,j
B, = L L P. P, L L . C,

'-=111=1 1=Olj~=I} I clp"(1-p,J+l-p,,

Hence by Theorem 2 (see (3.12» we finally obtain
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where

and the constant Pis defined as B,.ln. Note that we prove in fact that 8n = 0 (n). This we shall

use later to derive higher moments of S".

Finally, taking into account (3.3), (3.27), (3.35) and (3.38) we prove

Theorem 4. The second factorial moment s,l:- of the successful search S" is given by

1 hI + hI
s,;l=2A lI ln -2B".In =-2 In 2n +2[£- 2 ]Inn +

hI hi

2n - 2~ + 2FA(n) - 2Fa (n) + O(n-') (3.40)

where n and ~ are given by (3.35b) and (3.38), and FA(n), Fa(n) are presented in (3.36) and

(3.39).

o

To compute the variance of 8,. we note that varS" = s,,'J. + ESn - (ES".l. hence the Proposi-

tion l(ii) follows with a = 211 + to -t) (see definition of p just after (3.15) and for 11 see

(3.35b)). The funetion Flen) in (3.17) is

(3.41)

where the teons of (3.41) are defined in (3.36), (3.39) and (3.22). Note also that for the sym-

metric Patricia trie hi = In V and hk = hf. In particular. the coefficient at In n disappears and

var 8/1 = a. - Zp + 0 (n-I ) where ex. = x2
2

+ 11
2

and 2/3 is the third tellIl in (3.19). It is
6 in V

interesting that for a regular symmebic V-ary trie var S" = IX + 0 (n-I) with a lhe same as for

the Patricia.
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3.3 Higher moments of8n

In Lemma 2 we have established the recurrence equation (3.6) for the m -th semi-factorial

moment of the external palh length. By Property"! the m-th factorial moment of 8n • sJl!. is equal

to l:PIn. Note that the recurrence (3.6) is of type (3.7) with the additive term an equal to

(3.42)

Let us denote the first and the second teon in (3.42) by ap) and ap>, respectively, that is.

a/l = ap) + ap). But (3.6) is a linear recurrence, hence IJ[! = In'!! - J:!. where ap) contributes to

lntr! and ap) to 12-. We prove thatlnlZl. = D(n), hence sJ!! = t,.'!!/n + 0 (1).

Lemma 5. For any n and m l{l!- ~ ~'!! and

- n m m h2Itr!=-Inm n +n _lnm-1n[y+_ --(m-l)ht-hTF(n)]+
n hT hi' 2 hi

O(n [nm- 2n)

where F (n) is a fluctuating function wilh a small amplitude.

(3.43)

Proof: We recognize that t,.'ll is the m-th semi-factorial moment of lhe external path length in a

regular digital trie (see [22]). Then (3.43) is proved in [22].

o

We now prove that J:! = 0 (n). Note that by l:?- ::; l;f, and by (3.43) we can find such con

stants 1;0. SI .... , ~ that ap> is bounded, and

V m

ap')$ LPF L ~k
i=l r=O

Let now YII be a sequence

(3.44)
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By linearity of the recurrence forJ:! we have for each m

Hence. to prove thatlff! is OCn) it is enough to show that y::'= 0 (n). But

Lemma 6. For any m and large n

y::'=O(n)

(3.45)

Proof The recurrence (3.44) is of type (3.7), hence Theorem 1 and 2 may be applied. By (3.12)

after some algebra we find

y::~ :, ~{ !;,[P, + (1- pi)ln(l- Pi)] + ~, Pi In(I- Pi) +

i: ~ p[ }~o(n)
r=2 r r(r-l)(l-piy-I

D

Finally by Lemma 5, 6 and (3.45) we prove our last result of this section

Theorem 6. For m > 2 lhe m-th factorial moment of the successful search SrI is

1 n -1 m h2
s~=-lnmn +_lnm n[y+- --(m-l)ht-hTF(n)]+

hT hT 2 hi

o(lnm-2n )

This, in a trivial way. implies our Proposition l(iii).

4. UNSUCCESSFULSEARCH

(3.46)

D

The unsuccessful search is neither simply related to the external path length nor to the suc-

ccssful search, since unsuccessful searches are more likely to occur at external nodes ncar the

root. This makes the analysis much more difficult Therefore. we consider only binary sym-
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metric Patticia tries. that is. V = 2 and P I = pz = 0.5 is assumed, however, we derive asymptotic

approximation for all moments of the unsuccessful search. The organization of lhis section is the

same as for Section 3.

4.1. Initial and final results

Let HnCm)(ih) denote the m-th derivative of the generating function BrI{z) (see (2.3) in

Lemma 1) at z = ih. Then one proves

Property 2. For any integer m the following holds

(4.1.)

(4.lb)

Proof For binary symmetric Patricia tries (V = 2, PI = pz = 0.5) the generating function Hfl (z)

from Lemma 1 becomes

H.(,) =, 21~ ±[~J H,(,) - 21-.(, -I) H.(,), n ~ 2
k"'l

(4.2)

Substituting z = Ih in (4.2) one proves (4.1a). The average value of the unsuccessful search. un!.

-
is L / Hf 2-1 = ih H,p)(lh), since we end up at a given external node on level I with probability

,=0

2-1 (by Hf we denote the number of external nodes at level l). For m = 2 we have

-u1' = :E I (I - I)H,2-1 = ('h)'H. ('h), and so on. This proves (4.16).
1=0

o

To compute the factorial moments u{f! we must find the derivatives of the recurrence (4.2).

Differentiating (4.2) and using (4.tb) for m = lone immediately obtains

t

(4.3)
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For the second factorial moment we must differentiate (4.2) twice. Then

0-1 [J 0-1 [ ]
un~2r1 -2)=2 L Z ul+ L k

k=1 ,1;=1

But the first term of the above might be computed from (4.3). Then finally

0-1 [ ]u.'/«2° - 2) = 2(20
- 2)(uoL I) + L k Uk~

,1;=1

Generalizing the above, we find

Lemma 7. Par any integers n and m, the m-th factorial moment of Un satisfies

u{¥ =u? =0

(4.4)

u:l'(2° - 2) = m(2
m

- 2) [ U;:,-I +k~(-I>'<m - k)u;:,-k ] +:~ [k ] ull' (4.5)

""f
and u,p· = 1

ProD! The proofuses induction argumenlS and is left to the reader.

o

Note that (4.5) is a system of recurrences. To compute u:f! we need u"l, U,;:~",.", U;:-1.

But recurrences of type (4.5) have a common pattern, and for various m they differ only by addi~

live terms. To solve (4.5) we shall use extensively a solution of a recurrence discussed in Szpan-

kowski [20]. Below, we summarize the most important results from [20].

Solution ofa recurrence equation

Letxo, Xl •...• xn be a sequence ofnumber such that

given Xo = XI = 0, I2,···, IN

solve x,,(2" - 2) = 2"a" +"i1 (k Jx,t n > N
k=1

(4.6)
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where N is an integer. and an is a given, but othclWise arbitrary sequence. It tums out that the

solution of (4.6) depends on the so called Bernoulli inverse relations (see Riordan [23]). Define

for an an a new sequence till as

(4.7.)

where Dk are the Bernoulli numbers defined as the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of

z (e Z
- lr1, that is,

2 "" z"----''-- ~ L B, -k'
eZ

- 1.1:=0 •
(4.8)

For more details about Bernoulli numbers see [1], [151, [20], [23]. The sequence an and an are

called inverse pair since [23]

(4.Th)

hence also all = an' Using the above. we have proved in [20] that

Theorem 7. The solution of (4.6) is given by

1 • [n+1 ]
Xn =b" +--1 L k

n+ ,1;:",2

where
2" 1- 1

(4.9)

(4.10.)

g, = x,(I - 2-') - a, - z-' ±[k ] Xi
i=1 ~

and X(II :S N) is the indicator function.

k = I, 2, .... N

gj B"_j

(4. lOb)

(4.11)

D

Note also that (4.9) and (4.7b) imply that the inverse sequence x". to XII defined in the recurrence
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(4.6) is

(4.i2)

To find asymptotic approximation of XII we need more information about an and an' In par-

ticular, it is proved that [20], [23]

(4.13)

where r is an integer, and 0 < q < I, while B,,(q} denotes the Bernoulli polynomial defined as

[I], [i51. [20]

ze"
e Z -1

(4.i4)

Some more inverse pairs the reader may find is [23]. For example. it is easy to prove that

Let us now restrict our considerations to all given by (4.13), and define

(4.i50)

(4.15b)

i '[ n+i ] [k ]R".r(q)=n+lk~ k r

The following is proved in [20].

Theorem 8. For large n the below holds

(4.16)

(4.17c)

,'(I +B)
R".o(q)=(lh+Oq,t-q)(lgn-!h+""d2)+ -~2 q.l +!o(n) + o (n-I ) (4.17a)

y ljI(I-q+B,,)
R,.M)=lgn-\;+ In2 - In2 ' +/1(n) + o(n-I) (4.17b)

R,.,(q)~ ,~ ~('.i-q+B"I)+ ,\ I,(n) + o(n-I), ,;>2
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where "'Cx) is the psi function, e(z. q) is the generalized Riemman zeta function (~(z) = ~(z, 1»

[I], [Ill, [24], and

1
f,(n) = In 2 L ~(r + 2nikl1n2)r(r + 2nikl1n2)exp[-2nik Ign]

k=-oo... (4.17d)

D

The function fr(n) is a fluctuating function with a small amplitude and may be safely ignored in

practice [14], [20].

Final results of this section

Using the recurrence (4.5), and Theorems 7 and 8 we prove OUf main result of this section.

Proposition 2.

(i) The mean of the unsuccessful search is

where

and F 1(n) is a fluctuating function wilh a small amplitude.

(ii) The variance, var Un.. of Un satisfies

var U. = 4(a - ~ - 8 - 2) - 8 - 82 + F 2(n) + o(n-')

= 0.87904

where

~2 = ;; ~"(O) = 1.. +~ _ i' _ 1n
2
(2n)

4 2 48 4

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21 a)

(4.2Ib)
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with CI = "'{).0728158 and

2 ~ ~(k)r' { ~ 2~'-1 2'-1 I}
~ = 6 + 'h + - ~ ~ 2-'(>.-1) [ ~ i' - -- + Y, ] - -,------''---

In 2 ,=2 k >=2 '=1 k+1 2(k+l)

= 0.48738, (4.2lc)

and F zen) is a fluctuating function with a small amplitude.

(iii) The m-lhmoment,E(Un)m ,of Un satisfies

(4.22)

o

4.2. The first two moments of Ull

The m~an value of Un is given by recurrence (4.3). This falls into OUf general recurrence

(4.6) with N = 2 and an = 1 - 21- 11
, and btl = an. and bn = 2[B,t - Bk(lh)] = 4Bk [1 - 2-*] (we

use here lhe following identity Bn (1h)=B" (21
-11 -1) (1]). Hence, by Theorem 7 we obtain

I 4 2 /I ["+1 ] B,",,-= 2 - --I + 25"'0 + --I L k .t I
n+ n+ .1::=2 2 - 1

Note also that by (4.12) and (4.15) the inverse sequence to "/11 is given by

(4.23)

(4.24)

The asymptotic approximation of (4.23) follows directly from (4.16) and Theorem 8. Namely,

for large n

as needed in Proposition 2(i).

The analysis of the second moment is much more intricate. The recurrence is given by

(4.4). This recurrence does noI fall exactly in OUf general recurrence (4.6). Therefore, let us split
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the additive term into two parts, namely

2(2/1 - 2)[ui--l] = 2· 211 [u l11.-1 + 21- 11
] + 4u

ll
1.

and let the solution of (4.4) derived from the first part of the above be denoted as Up>, while the

solution that follows from the second part is defined as UP). By linearity of (4.4) we have

(4.25)

Note iliat for Up> we have the following recurrence

uP)

and this falls into (4.6) with an = 2[u,l-- 1 + 21-11
]. Since 0/1 = 2[ui-- Bn - 5n1 + 2B/I(IA)],

and by (2.24) we immediately obtain from Theorem 7 (we use the following identity

U(l)=_8_ i [n+1J
/I n+l k=2 k

~B,-",-- + _4_ i [n k+1 J _,..:B:.;''---~
Zk-l _ 1 n+l k=o2 (Zk-l - Ii

(4.26)

The analysis of Up> is much more difficult Note that the recurrence for Up> is not exactly

of type (4.6), since the additive tenn is 4u/l1(00t 2/1 a/l as required). But unl. = 2/1 (Z-n uJ), and for

the solution, we need the inverse sequence to 2-11 ulll.. But

Lemma 8. Let An = q" a". and an is given. Then

- n [nJ _i-I Bn+l _ j (q)-Bn.+l_j
An. = L . ajq .

j=fJ } n+I - J

Proof. In the proof we use identities from [1], [23] and (4.7). We have

(4.27)

n [J "-. [ "J 1 "[ J 1 "-jH [ I"J~ n - j ~ n-J __ B I: _ ~ n - j-I ~ n+ -J B •
£.J j ajq £.J k k+l 1I-j-tq - r- j ajq n-}-+l £J k 1I+1-j-kq:::

j>=O k=O j=O 1:=1
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~ [n] _. j-l B,.+l_j(q)-B,,+l_j
£. - aJ q .
j~ J n+l - J

o

Let now An =2-n un!. Then, using (4.27) and (4.24) one shows that

B I(Yz) - B 1
A =2[B ('h) - B ] - 8 n+ 11+ + 2V.

/I n II n+l ,_
where

Finally, applying Theorem 7 and the above we obtain

Theorem 9. The solution to uJ·given by recurrence (4.4) is ulI"'-= Un(l) - Up> where U,P) is done

in (4.26) and

U"fl.) =4' 241 u"t+ _8_ i [n+1]
n+l k=2 k

B,\;(Ih) + Bt _ ~ " [n+l] B.t+I(Ih) - Bt +l +
2,1,:-1 _ 1 n+l ~ k (k+l)(2.1: 1_ 1)

(4.29)

_8 ~ [n+1] 1 ~ [k] Bi 21-i
n+l ~ k 2.1.: l _ 1 j~ j 2) 1 _ 2

Asymptotic approximationfor Up>

Let

8.1.:+1 _ j('h) - 81:+1 _ j

k+l j

o

R(2)= _1_ ±[n+1 ]
II n+l k=2 k

B,
(2' 1 _ 1)2

(4.30)

Then by (4.26), (4.16) and the above U.(I) ~ 8 R.,o(l) + 4 RP). But by Theorem 8 we have

R•.o(l) ~ Yz Ig n - Yz e-1 + lo(n) + o(n-I) (4.31)

Hence to find a.pproximalion for Up> we need asymptotic analysis for RP'). But applying the

Mellin transfonn to (4.30) one proves (see [3], [20].)
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-Y.1+i ...

R (') - _1_ J C(z)r(z)n~ d
Il - 2 z

21ti -Y.1+i ... (2 Z -1)
(4.32)

and to evaluate R,fJ..) we need residues of the function under the integral. Note that the roots of the

denominator are Zle = 21tikl1n2. with Zo = O. In addition, there is a single pole of the zeta func·

tion ~(z), at z = 1 [1]. The root Zo = 0 is a triple pole since 20 = 0 is also a singular point of the

gamma function , r(z). It turns out also that this pole makes the biggest contribution to the

asymptotic analysis of (4.32). To find the residue at 20 = 0 we use the following Taylor expan-

sions [I], [4], [II], [24].

In'nn-z =l-z Inn +_-z2+0(z3)
2

r(z) = z·l -1+ I' (", + 1']z + o (z')
6

and

--,--::'1'---_ ~ _1_ z., + _1_ z·l + _5_ + O(z)
(2~ - I) In'z In2 12

C(z)=-IO- ~1n21t+C,z + o(z2)

where C2 = I' C"(O). The value of C, is computed in [3. p.204], and

C, = I' C"(O) = l' +.:..r. _ ", _1. 1n'(21t) = -1.0032
4 2 48 4 (4.33)

where Ct =--0.0728158. Multiplying the above and taking the coefficient at :c1 one finds the

desired residue. In a similar way the residues at z,t might be obtained. Computations show !.hat

RP")= ~ 19'n -\h[2.5+9][g n + B+Fa(n)+!a(n) + o (n-1)

where

.=IL9 ~ _1_['" l' _ 11021t _yo'
"n+ 24 + 1n'z24+4 2 ''''

Fa(n) = In~ t ~_ [C(Zt»r'(Zt) + r(Zt)C'(Zt) - In nr(zt)]exp[-21tik 19 n]

t .a

(4.34)
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Finally using the above and (4.31) we find

u"(I)~ Ig 2n - [I + 29]/g n +4(5- 9-1) + 12/0(n) +4Fo(n) + o(n-') (4.35)

where 9 and 5 are defined in (4.19) and (4.34).

Upper and lower boundsfor UP)

We now study UP). It is easy to show Lhat Up> satisfies the following recurrence

(4.36)

with Uf) =uf) =0. Since (4.36) is not of type (4.6), hence we explore some other methods to

evaluate UP). In this subsection, we give a tighllower bound and a tight upper bound on UP).

In fact, we prove that Up> = 0(1).

Note that by Proposition 2 (i) u/ll = 19 n + 0 (1), hence we can find such constants l;o, ~l

and ~2 that ~o ~ u,l-:::; ~In + ~2' This implies that upper and lower bound for ufli might be esta-

blished through Theorem 7 and 8, since for the lower bound we assume all = ~02-n while for the

upper bound we set an = ~1 n 2--n + ~22-11 , and these fall into our recurrence (4.6). The accuracy

of our evaluation depends. in fact, on a good approximation of u"L for small values of n, say,

n :::; N. In fact, we assume that we know uJ- = ut = 0 and ut- I ••• , uk. Then

Lemma 9. For n > N the following holds

with So = uk+" S, = [(N +1)ln2r', S2 = So - II1n2.

Proof The proof uses induction applied to recurrence (4.3), and is left to the reader.

(4.37)

o

Let us now define two sequences & and XI'! as
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J:o ~ J:I ~ O. J:2 = Uf!l /4 •... , !N = Ufl/4

(2" - 2)J;, = i;o +"i [Z]J:k n >N
k=l

XO=XI =0. X2= Uf!l /4 ..... XN = Ufl/4

(2" -2)x" ~S2+SIn+"i [Z] x, n>N.
k=l

(4.38)

(4.39)

Note that by Lemma 9 4b; ~ UP) ~ 4x/lo The asymptotic approximations for (4.38) and (4.39)

are available by Theorem 7 and 8 with all = ~-II and all = ~ln2-11 + ~22-11 respectively. Hence

Theorem 10. For large n the following holds

1 N ~(r)G,
'"' = O.SSo[B + 0.5] + In2 L -'-'-'---'- + 0 (n- I )

r=2 r
with

G,=b-2-'lli+So+±[k]J:i]. r=I.2 .... ,N
1=1

and

_ 1 N ~(r)g,
x" = SI + 0,SS2(B + 0.5) + In2 L r + o(n- I )

r=2
with

g, = x, - 2~ [X, + SIr + S2 + f [~] Xi] r = I. 2 ..... N
i=1

(4.400)

(4.40b)

o

Note that by Theorem 10 we have proved that Up> = 0 (1). Let Up> = 4p. and Il. ~ be

the lower and the upper bound for p. that is.!rI =fi and XII =p. The accuracy of pevaluation

depends on N. Table 2 contains 12 and Pfor 2 ::;; N ~ 6.
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Table 2.

N ~ ~

2 0.46574 0.49869
3 0.48020 0.49031
4 0.48479 0.48824
5 0.486411 0.48766
6 0.48701 0.48748

We prove in the next subsection that f3 = 0.487385. which confirms the above approximations. In

fact, the method established here can be used to solve the recurrence (4.6) in the case when

Theorem 7 and 8 are not applicable. that is, when the additive term is not of the form 2" of!. For

example, if the additive term in (4.6) is 19 n I then using our approach, we can prove that

0.4997 ::;; XII ::;:; 0.5001.

Exact asymptotic analysis ofUP)

Although we have obtained above very tight bounds for UP) it is interesting to see if exact

asymptotic analysis of UP) is possible. TIlis interest follows not only from "pure mathematical

whim", but such a solution enables to extend the analysis of (4.6) to the case when the additive

term is any sequence ofnumbers. not particularly 2" af!. lbis finds many applications in practice.

An asymptotic solution of Up> depends on finding an appropriate approximation on the last

term of (4.29), that is

V (I)~ _1_ i; [n+1 ] ~~V-",_
" n+l 1:=2 k 21:-1 - 1

where VI: is given by (4.28), i.e.

(4.4la)

d,t' [kJ
V, =:E .

j=2 )
(4.4Ib)

To apply Theorem 8 we must express V" in terms of Bernoulli polynomials Bn(x) as (4.16)
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suggests. Note that developing the denominator (2i - 1- 1) in (4.41b) in a geometric series we

obtain

(4.42)

We prove

Lemma 10. Let q = 1h and define

T£ = ~ [n ] B. "<i-I) B..I j(q) - B.+I_j
j~ }}q n+l-j

Then

Zl.--'_l

T~ = L BlI (lq')+B"
1=1

(4.43)

(4.44)

Proof Let T).(z) be the exponential generating function for T~. Then multiplying roth sides of

(4.43) by z'lk! one finds

(4.45)

(The easiest way to show (4.45) is by using so called generalized Bernoulli polynomials as

defined in [15]). Now use the fact that (e Za _ 1) = (e Z/4 _ 1)(ez /4 + 1) =

(ellS _ l)(e Z/s+1)(e z/4 + 1) and so on. Finally we obtain (q=~)

For example, for A. = 3

z' .
h(z) = ---'=--- II (1 + e'" )

eZ _lk=2
(4.46)

T ,(z) = -,z,--
e Z -1

z+ -'=---

Hence by finding explicit formula for lhe product in (4.46) we obtain terms as above. But each of

this term is the generating function for a Bernoulli polynomial. For example, the first term in the

above is the generating function for Bn (q2 + q3). This proves, after some additional algebra,

I
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(4.44).

Comparing now (4.42) and (4.43) we find that

D

- [ B (Y,)-BV
n

= L T~ _ 2"- 11+1 11+1

A.=2 n+l
B.(Y,) - B. ]

+ 2 (4.47)

Because of (4.44), (4.41 a) and Theorem 8 the asymptotic approximation of V,,(l) is easy to obtain,

if one evaluates the following

1 • [n+1 ]
r.(q) = n+I,~ k

Then UP) = 4~. where by (4.29) and the above

Bk+1(q) - 81:+1

(k+I)(2'-1 - I)
(4.48)

~ = 2[R. 0(Y,) + R. 0(1)] - 8r. (Y,) +, .
2 i: [R•.o(Az-') + Y, R.,o(l) - 2' r.(Y,) + 'h R•. oC'h)]

w.

(4.49)

The appropriate approximation of Rn,o(q) is given in Theorem 8. We need only asymptotic

approximation for r11 (Ih).

Lemma 11. For large n the following holds

I I "
r.(Y,)=8'(/gn +~ -Y,)+ In2 f ~'(I-t)dt+Y,foCn)+O(n-l)

o

where

1~'(1 - t)dt = :r _ In2x + i: ~(k)2-'-1
o 8 4 '=2 k(k+l)

Proof We know that [11. [15]

(4.50a)

(4.50b)

q

= f B,Ct)dt
o
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hence

S' 1 • [n+1 ]r.(q)= 0 n+1 L k
.1:=2

B.(t)

2lc 1_1

,
dl ~ f R.,o(t)dl

o

Therefore, Theorem 8 (4.17a) might he used. Noting that [4] ~'(I - t) = Inr(l- t) - 'h In21t

and [4]

Inr(l - I) ="(1 +:E ~(k ll'
.1:=2 k

we finally obtain (4.50).

o

Using (4.49), (4.50) and (4.17) we easily figure out the constant 13. In fact, all coefficients at

ig n disappear, and the first two terms of (4.49) give

while the sum in (4.49) is

~:E ~(k)r' :E{r'(>'-I)~j'- 2>'--' +\>}
ln2.1:=2 k '-=2 ;=1 k+l

This gives 13 as established in (4.21c). The Proposition 2(ii) follows from the above, (4.35) and

(4.18) if one notes that VatU" = u,.'1:.+ u/l1- (U,,1)2. The fluctuating function F2(n) in (4.21) is

equal 10 F ,en) = 12!o(n) + 4Fo(n), where!o(n) and F o(n) are given by (4.17d) and (4.34),

Finally note that the above approach might be used to extend the solution of OUf general

recurrence (4.6) to the case when the additive term is all without the coefficient 2/1 at all'

4.3. Higher moments of the unsuccessful search

Let

m

all = m[u':.=l + L (-l)kCm-k)u':-!]
k=l

(4.51)
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Then by Property 2 the m-th factorial moment of the unsuccessful search satisfies the recurrence

u:f! = 2/1. an - Zan + ±. (Z ] uf!, and by linearity we can split u:f! into two pans. namely
k=l

u:f! = fin(m) = mm) ,where the first component of the above is associated with 2" an' while the

second with 2011 , We prove that if: = Ig'" TI + O(lgm-In) and !In("') = 0 (1).

To solve for U",(m) we apply the same approach as in the case m = 2. Since the additive

term is 2'" all. we may use Theorem 7. and after some algebra one proves that

-em) 2m! II. [n+l) S" 1 m-l n [n+l) B,
U. ~ n+l,~ k (Z'-I _ I)m + n+1 l~ XI,~ k -(~Z'-_:Cl_'-I)~l (4.5Z)

where XI ,i = l;l, ...,m -1 are some constants. Using the Mellin traru;form as in Section 4.2 for

(4.30) we prove that

R (m)";f _1_ ~ [n+l) ---,~Bc"=--- 1_ - "f+ i ~ ~(z)r(z)n~
II n+l,,~ k (2.1:-1 _ 1)'" - 21ti -Ih- i "" (2-2 _ I)'"

and finding the residue of the function under the integral we show that

Rn(m) = ~! 19m n +O(lgm-In )

Hence by (4.52) and (4.53) we prove that U,,'m) = tgmn + 0 (lgm-In ).

(4.53)

To prove Ik(m) = 0(1) note that by (4.51}-{4.53) we can find such constants ~i.

m [)"'Ji =0,1, ... , m that all 5: L ~r ~ = an_ Let us solve now (4.6) with the additive term,..,
211 (2-11 all)' This is possible since all is of form (4.13). Direct applications of (4. 17a)-(4.17b)

- shows that Ik("') = 0 (1) (for more details see proof of Theorem 10). This together with (4.53)

establishes Proposition 2(iii).
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5. FlNAL REMARKS

In this paper a family of Patricia tries with n records was studied from the successful and

unsuccessful point of view. We proved that the m -th moment of successful and unsuccessful

searches are of order of magnitude lnm n. We gave a detailed analysis of the first two moments of

8/1 and U" for large value of n. For example, we showed the the variances of 8ft and Un for

binary symmetric Patricia me are 1.000 and 0.879 respectively. These results have been

achieved through extensive applications of two types of recurrences for which the solutions and

asymptotic approximations were obtained elsewhere by the author. However, in deriVing the

variance of lhe unsuccessful search we had to generalize the solution of lhe second recurrence

equation to a wider class of additive terms. This finds a number of new applications in computer

science and telecommunication, e.g. in the average complexity of an algorithm generating

exponentially distributed variates [8], in the performance evaluation of conflict resolution algo

rithm in a broadcast communication environment [9], [21], in the analysis of the refined lexico

graphical sorting [16] and extendible hashing [5], [6J, and so on.

There are still some open problems related to an analysis of the Patricia hie. First of all, it

is interesting to determine an asymptotic disl:ribution for the successful and unsuccessful search.

It is reasonable to predict that the successful search in the asymmetric Patricia is normally dislri

buted with the parameters established in Proposition 1 (i)-(ii), for large n (see [12]). The sym

metric ease needs some additional work. Moreover, the analysis of unsuccessful search should be

extended to asymmetric Patricia tries. In this paper, we have not considered at all the height of

the Patricia, which is another open problem. Note that if Nn. denotes the height of the Patricia

with n records, then Hn. is bounded in probability (on the contrary to the regular tries), that is,

Pr {lgV n ~ Hn. ~ n } = 1. A simple upper and lower bound for the average of the height is possi

ble. Indeed, using the above and noting that the height in the Patricia is not greater than Ole

height in a regular me, one shows immediately that for the binary case 19n < ENn. S 2lgn (for
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the height of a me see [6J [17]). It seems that EHn is closer to the upper bound fuan the lower

one. However, a detailed analysis is necessary.
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